
Wireless Display Starter Kit 
(3 Patient Sets)

Quick Start Guide

System Contents

Monitor(s) RG43 Wall mount Display x1
RG41 Wireless Jill x3
RG2 Wireless Companion Monitor x3

Sensor(s)
[combination of - 

totalling 6 devices]

RG49 Wireless Seatgard
RG47 Wireless Bedgard
RG38/RG59 Wireless Floorgard  
RG39 Wireless Under-mattress pad

Transmitter(s) RG9 Wireless Pad Transmitter x6

Applies to product codes:
R17-0003 | R17-0004 | R17-0005 | R17-0006

Sensor Placement

RG47 Bedgard: Place on top of the mattress and under the bed sheet. The pad 
can be placed anywhere between the shoulders to the hips depending on the 
condition of the patient and how early you want the alert. 

RG39 Under-mattress: Place under the mattress across the width of the bed 
at the lower back level. On profiling beds make sure it will not entrap the               
mechanism when the bed is being adjusted.

For further guidance on placement, please refer to the pad positioning flyer. 

RG49 Seatgard: Place mat on the relevant seat on top of or under a cushion, 
giving consideration to the position of the monitor and the least intrusive    
method of installing the equipment.

RG38/RG59 Floorgard: Place mat at or near to the area to be monitored such 
as a doorway or side of the bed.

Receiver/Monitor Placement
The wall mount display panel should be placed at a nurse’s station or within a 
main corridor. The Companion monitors should be placed on or at the bedside 
to give an alarm reset point. The Jill pagers should ideally be worn by nursing 
staff to give them immediate warning of an event. 

General Operation
When an alarm is triggered, it is transmitted to the wall mount 
display panel and onto the pagers. Alarms can only be reset from 
the appropriate monitor at the bedside.
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Quick Start Guide

1. 
Follow the steps below to set up your equipment:

Pull out the battery tab or insert 6 AA batteries and 
plug in the wall adapter to power up the RG43 wireless 
Display Panel. 

2. Mount the RG43 wireless Display Panel to a suitable        
location such as a nurses station or other suitable 
central location. 

3. Remove the battery tab from the Jill pagers or insert 2 
AA batteries and switch them on. It is advised to mount 
the wall brackets for these beside the Display Panel. 

4. 

5. 

Set out the patient sets with each monitor plus 2                
additional pads. Make sure sets stay together i.e. set 
1 Companion monitor and set 1 sensor pads should stay 
together as one complete set. 

Pull the battery tab out to power up the Companion 
or insert 3 AA batteries. A long beep will confirm the             
batteries have been inserted correctly.

Ramblegard Technical Support Helpline:
028 9448 3979

When you are satisfied with the points above please complete the daily 
checks sheet provided before putting the system into use.

6. Fix Companion monitor in the desired location by the           
patients bedside using the supplied hanging strap or wall 
bracket. 

7. Ensure that the sensor pad is placed on a smooth, flat 
surface and the pad is not creased or folded in any way. 
Switch on the transmitter inside the sensor pad pouch.

To test, apply pressure to the sensor. The Companion monitor                  
status light will flash twice, and the set number will briefly show on the 
wall mount display unit. Release pressure from the mat, the Companion    
monitor will flash, an audible and visible alert will be triggered on the 
Display Panel and will be duplicated on the pagers, to confirm that it is 
resetting correctly, press reset on the Companion monitor, the alarm 
should clear from all devices. 


